™

the
collection
Fall INLOVE™ with jewelry from Kenneth David.
Kenneth David Signature brings you four new
collections, all set with an Internally Flawless
diamond inside the ring, forever symbolizing
your perfect love. Each ring features innovative
design properties in settings timeless and
enduring, whether the style is modern, artistic
or elaborate.

Inspired by everything from classic works of
painting and sculpture to the ingenuity of modern
mechanical design, the collections offer unique
and individual settings breathtaking in their beauty.
This splendor is backed by the latest advances in the
craft of jewelry. Trailblazing new processes for tension settings, locking mechanisms
and resilient yet resplendent
precious metals, Kenneth
David Signature Collections
are designed to be safe and
secure and spend more time
on her finger and less time at
the jeweler.
Kenneth David Signature Collections have a breadth of style,
whether she favors a tailored fit, yards of lace, classic styles or the
latest couture, and offer luxury that fits your lifestyle.

T r u –tension

™

R o ya l
P l a tin u m

Tension set rings offer a clean and simple look with
a modern flair. The pressure of the band locks the
stone safely and securely in place, allowing the
diamond to flaunt its full spectrum beauty, unencumbered. Tru-tension rings are created with a
patent-pending process and offer a wide range of
design options beyond simply a plain band, such
as pave, bead and channel settings.

®

PT500 PD490

Royal Platinum is a unique and exclusive blend of
100% pure platinum group metals and wraps you
in a luxurious new platinum that celebrates your love.
Combining platinum — the desired and precious metal
that King Louis XV of France declared “fit for a King,” with the
porcelain whiteness of palladium, Royal Platinum is created with the
highest standards, is hypoallergenic and with proper care, will maintain
its stunning white color for life.

R eflections
of L ove
®

Inspired by the finest works of art, the innovative designs in the Reflections of Love
series feature two diamonds, set point to
point, with the culets of each stone touching
in an eternal caress. Stylish, stunning and
spellbinding, this diamond-on-diamond juxtaposition allows the diamonds to serve as
both a gemstone and a design element; the
unique designs work to reflect and magnify
the diamonds’ natural splendor.

P u re L ove

®

Pure Love is a romantic and
timeless way to commemorate
the joining together of two souls.
Combining 14K white gold settings with 24K pure gold accents,
the rings are strikingly elegant and
individual. Each set features an exclusive
interlocking heart system that keeps the
engagement and wedding ring in symmetry on her finger.

S k i t c h

H e n d e r s o n

F o u n d e r

August 17, 2006
Bryant Park

Free
Outdoor
Concert
with

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage

PAID

New York, NY
Permit No. 3608

The New York Pops

Jeff Tyzik, Conductor

Thursday, August 17, 2006
The Sound of Movies

Bryant Park, New York City 8 PM
■

42nd Street at Sixth Avenue

Call 212-765-7677 for information
on pre-concert benefit supper.

newyorkpops.org

Warmest Thoughts and Best Wishes
for a
Wonderful Holiday and Happy New Year

Rowland Communications

A Publicis Consultants Agency
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Roya l Pl atin um
combines Platinum, the
desired

and

precious

metal that Louis XV of
France

declared

“fit

for a king,” with the
porcelain white color
of Palladium. Your love
deserves only the best.

Royal Platinum® is the whitest
Platinum on the market today. This
incandescent metal — pure and
clean — is seductive and satisfying
and offsets your stone brilliantly.
=
Royal Platinum® is hypoallergenic,
and will not tarnish or irritate
your skin.
=
Royal Platinum® is created with
the highest standards of 100%
Pure Platinum Group Metals and
is easier for your jeweler to size
than traditional Platinum. This
exclusive resilient blend is perfect
for daily wear.
=
Royal Platinum® is a unique blend of
two of the rarest and most desirable
metals: Platinum and Palladium.
Together, they bring a new chapter
in sophistication to the storied
tradition of fine jewelry.

Pure romance, strength, desire
and brilliance. Royal Platinum
combines all that is precious
to your love.
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Presented by

Departures Magazine

April 27 –
May 1, 2007
The 7th Regiment Armory
Park Avenue at 67th Street
New York City

Covering 5,000 years of design, the
International Art & Antiques Show is
one of New York’s biggest and most
unique. Held at the prestigious Seventh
Regiment Armory on the Upper East
Side more than 70 art and antiques
dealers and 6,000 affluent consumers
from around the world attend this event
from April 27 – May 1, 2007.

See back for exclusive sponsorship details.

www.departures.com

HIGH IMPACT EXPOSURE
Outdoor Signage
• Brand exposure on signage posted to the exterior of
the Armory, providing an estimated 50,000 impressions
per day.

April 27 – May 1, 2007
SHOWCASE YOUR BRAND TO AFFLUENT
DESIGN FOCUSED CONSUMERS

Onsite Exposure
• Powerful impressions made on over 6,000 affluent guests
and designers throughout the 5-day show.

Departures offers advertisers the opportunity to be a
premier partner at the International Art & Antiques Show.

• Additional on-site exposure within the main entranceway
of the Armory.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Online Visibility
• Online recognition at www.departures.com and
www.nyinternationalantiquesshow.com leading up
to the event.

Product Showcase
• Gain high impact visibility with a kiosk on the main show
floor where more than 6,000 affluent guests will experience
your lifestyle brand in an atmosphere of ultimate luxury.
Brand Presence
• Electronic branding at the entrance of the show with
monitor displays.
• Provide a representative on-site to share knowledge,
distribute promotional collateral and provide highlights
of your brands/collections and/or designs.
Customer Engagement
• Create a sweepstakes giveaway such as an interior design
consultation or a travel getaway and receive list of all
entrants for future marketing efforts.
Brand Integration
• Co-sponsor the Café Lounge space during the 5-day
event with furniture design or textile displays;
integrate collection and/or décor
to furnish Café space creating a
mini-luxury showroom.
Sampling/Product Display
• Utilize your products throughout
the show in the kiosk space or in the
Café Lounge with items such as:

Printed Promotions
• Recognition on print promotional materials, including
pre-event materials and on-site signage.
• Inclusion in Show promotion in March/April Departures
publishers letter.
• Show promotion with participating brands in the
Noteworthy in-book promotional page in Departures
March/April issue seen by more than 900,00 readers.
Online Marketing
• Worldwise e-newsletter: Listing in the one-to-one
marketing to Departures readers with editorial
previews, advertising, sponsorships, sweepstakes,
and special offers.

Commitment Deadline:
February 15, 2007
For more information about these exclusive
opportunities, contact your Departures sales
representative or Judy Murphy, VP/Associate
Publisher at (212) 827-6417.

• Doors, flooring,
carpets, windows
• Skincare
• Beverages
• Chocolates
*Please note: All sponsorships are subject to availability and scheduling. Brand exposure opportunities
are subject to material print dates. Departures will be
responsible for project management. Advertisers will
be responsible for offer fulfillment, on-site representatives, production fees, central pods and café space display design/set-up/shipping, less merchandising credits.

www.departures.com

A Men’s
Golf Because
Lifestyle Golf is
Book: More
Than
Fairways
and
Greens
Presentation to

June 2006

■ GOLF STYLE

Golf Doesn’t Just SELL Fashion...Golf IS Fashion

❝

As you’ve undoubtedly noticed, golf clothing
is no longer relegated to the sporting-goods
department — it has transcended the very sport
from which it was born. Today’s business-casual
environment has brought golf into the ofﬁce, and
not just with a cotton pique, but rather quality
fabrics and contemporary designs. Golf clothes
are now seen as fashionable.

❞

— Greg Norman, T+L Golf

■ GOLF STYLE

The RIGHT Environment
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/NE YEAR AFTER THE TSUNAMI
A TROPICAL PARADISE REGAINS ITS
STATUS AS A GOLFERS DELIGHT
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GOLF
Avidity & Passion

Immortalized in the 1974 James
Bond film The Man with the
Golden Gun, the region around the
Thai island of Phuket has long attracted
tourists with its winter sun, palmfringed beaches, crystal-blue waters
and first-class hotels and resorts. For
years, this embodiment of a tropical
paradise annually drew close to four
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-POH 3HOTS
4HE LATEST FAIRWAY WOODS AND HYBRIDS CRANK UP PERFORMANCE
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Cognac doesn’t exactly have an image problem, any more than Sean
Connery has an image problem. That said, it can be tough for ultraluxury
brands of a certain age—241 years in the case of Hennessy—to seem au
courant as blenders of brandies, while the other “brown goods” distillers
of Scotland and Kentucky beat the trendy single-cask, single-vintage drum.
But there are signs of fresh marketing-think. For example, everything
about ABK6 (a new line by Francis Abécassis), from the squat, modern
bottle to the beautiful young women who can be seen enjoying it on the
company’s web site, says, “Not your father’s cognac.” The VSOP version
(minimum ten years in oak barrels; about $40) is a tangy, spicy but smooth
spirit. Meanwhile, New York retailer
Sherry-Lehmann is selling a single-cask,
unblended cognac made by the house
of Ragnaud-Sabourin ($50). It has the
sort of hand-lettered label associated
with rustic farmhouse armagnac,
and indeed it has a pleasing armagnac bite to it. These cognacs are
good—and could become hot.
—Scott Mowbray

4HE 0RO ,ESSONS FROM -Y &ATHER !BOUT
'OLF AND ,IFE ($26, Crown), written with

Steve Eubanks. In it, the world’s topranked instructor recalls his namesake
(Butch is Claude Jr., the first of four
sons who all went into the same line
of work) with the warmth of a eulogy
and the respect of a soldier. “Every
ounce of wisdom and every tip I’ve
ever uttered have come from the same
source,” he writes. “The Pro, my father,
Claude Harmon.” Inspiring anecdotes
abound, from Claude’s practice rounds
with his best pal Ben Hogan to Butch’s
high times with Greg Norman and
Tiger Woods. Then the son takes the
tale beyond sport, into everything it
means to grow up Harmon. If there is a
first family of golf, the Harmons are it,

“

and reading this book is
like taking a seat at their
dinner table.
Another man to be
admired is greeting-card
magnate Mike Keiser, the
visionary developer of
Bandon Dunes. Author
Stephen Goodwin’s new
book, $REAM 'OLF 4HE
-AKING OF "ANDON $UNES

($25, Algonquin), is a
fascinating study of
Keiser’s evolution as a
golf entrepreneur. Can
you imagine Bandon as
the “Myrtle Beach of the West”? Or the
lodge as a massive, Gleneagles-style
palace complete with kilted bagpipers?
Neither can we, but at one point in time
both were considered. Card-carrying

7E MAY BE THE FIRST TO DO THIS BUT WE WONT BE THE LAST

&AST FORWARD THE
NEW #OBRA 3PEED
3ERIES FAIRWAY WOOD
CUSTOM FIT TO YOUR
SWING SPEED

0(/4/ '2 ! 0( % $ "9 * % .3 -/24 % .3 % .
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Bandonistas will savor every page of
Dream Golf, but any golfer interested
in how things work will find it a worthy
read. This, one suspects, is how the
West was truly won. •

*IM 0OPA OF THE /HIO 'OLF !SSOCIATION WHICH IS MANDATING THAT ALL COMPETITORS USE THE SAME LOW COMPRESSION BALL AT ITS #HAMPIONS
4OURNAMENT !UGUST n AT 7INDY +NOLL 'OLF #LUB IN 3PRINGFIELD !T PRESS TIME THE BALL HAD NOT YET BEEN SELECTED
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'OLFS HISTORY AS A PREDOMINANTLY MALE DOMAIN HAS KEPT MANY OF THE FAIRER SEX FROM
JOINING IN THE FUNJUST ASK (OOTIE OR -ARTHA "UT DONT ASK *ENNIFER 4AYLOR OR ANY OTHER
OF THE NEARLY TEN THOUSAND WOMEN WHO TOOK PART IN LAST YEARS INAUGURAL 7/-%.3
'/,& 7%%+ FREE EVENTS AT CLUBS ACROSS THE COUNTRY ORGANIZED BY 0LAY 'OLF !MERICA
h4HEY MAKE YOU FEEL WELCOME v SAYS 4AYLOR  AN EXECUTIVE AT A PRIVATE CORRECTIONS
COMPANY OUTSIDE .ASHVILLE 4ENNESSEE 3HE ALONG WITH ABOUT FIFTEEN OTHERS ATTENDED
TWO 7OMENS 'OLF 7EEK EVENTS AT THE (ERMITAGE 'OLF #OURSE IN .ASHVILLE ONE A
SWING LESSON AND THE OTHER A PUTTING CLINIC EACH LASTING MORE THAN AN HOUR
4HIS YEARS 7OMENS 'OLF 7EEK IS *UNE n AT MORE THAN A THOUSAND FACILITIES
ACROSS THE COUNTRY !CTIVITIES MAY INCLUDE INSTRUCTION RULES AND ETIQUETTE SEMINARS
LUNCHEONS AND ON COURSE PLAY &OR PARTICIPATING CLUBS VISIT PLAYGOLFAMERICACOM
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!ND IF YOU HAVE A DAUGHTER WITH AN INNER !NNIKA WAITING TO BE FREED *ULY n

(IP TO SIP 3HERRY ,EHMANNS SINGLE CASK COGNAC

IS 4!+% 9/52 $!5'(4%2 4/ 4(% #/523% 7%%+ WHERE MORE THAN A THOU
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PAYING ADULT &OR A LIST OF PARTICIPATING COURSES VISIT GETLINKEDPLAYGOLFCOM
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LIFESTYLE
Relaxed,
Social and
Sophisticated

As biographies go, it would be hard to
find one as knowing as Butch Harmon’s

“
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+ING #OBRA 3PEED 3ERIES &AIRWAY 7OOD Available in
three ﬂavors, Cobra’s Speed fairway metals are part of the
company’s ambitious new line of woods tailored to different
types of players. The F/SPEED is for golfers with typical
swing speeds (87–108 m.p.h.). It has a slight draw bias and
launches the ball high, with mid to low spin. The X/SPEED,
with a neutral shot-shape bias and lower spin, is for those
with faster swing speeds; while the M/SPEED (pictured;
also available in women’s and senior versions) is for slower
swingers and has the most draw bias, the most spin and the
highest launch of the three. The large, deep faces and forgiving construction make it easy to nail great shots, and subtle
dimples on the crown help with alignment. F and M metals
come in four lofts from 15.5 to 24 degrees; X comes in 13 and
16.5 degrees only. Aldila graphite shafts are standard. $220
MSRP/$179 street in graphite; $190 MSRP/$159 street in
steel. Call 800-225-8500 or visit cobragolf.com. ¢
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"OATING FISHING DIVING AND BEST OF ALL GOLFHOW COULD YOU NOT LOVE THE #ARIBBEAN
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TRAVEL
Meaningful Experiences
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One of the many joys of living on Florida’s
southeast coast is the proximity of numerous
island escapes, some less than sixty miles
away. A short boat ride or a fifteen-minute
flight can transport you to a different culture
and another world, where a laid-back lifestyle
is juxtaposed with full-throttle adventure.
(Naturally, my exploits have been more of the
full-throttle variety, with the typical “vacation” day consisting of a 5 a.m. wake-up call,
light breakfast, reef dive, some fishing, quick
lunch, more fishing, afternoon dive, trolling

/

for sailfish, big dinner and deep sleep.)
I’ve frequented the Bahamas since the late
1980s, when my wife, Laura, and I moved from
Orlando to North Palm Beach before eventually settling in Hobe Sound. Some of my early
adventures took me to exotic spots including
Norman’s Cay, a former haven for drug traffickers. Most who knew the island’s history
steered clear of it, which meant we found ample fishing and diving spots and an absence of
people. The perfect retreat!
I started extending my stays in the Carib4 2 !6 % ,

0RIZE WINNING NOVELIST #HANG RAE ,EE FINDS HIGHER MEANING IN (AWAII
MY VERY FIRST HOLE OF GOLF IN HAWAII
and I make a birdie, though I can hardly
register the fact. For there I am, on the
Big Island, near the village of Volcano on
a peerlessly clear day in December, nearly
4,000 feet above the sea. The course, the
Volcano Golf Club, is perched on the rim
of Kilauea, an immense, brooding cauldron
of gas and steam that is one of the most
active volcanoes in the world. The “current”
eruption from the nearby Pu`u O`o crater
began in 1983 and has since spilled out
enough lava to create more than two hundred
new hectares of land on the southeastern
shore. But these days it’s quiet; here, on the
windward side, it’s often rainy and damp, and
especially so at altitude. Yet today the ceiling
is unlimited and the air is Alpine crisp, as
arid as noontide, the sweet scent of the
88
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■ GOLF STYLE

Research Conﬁrms the DIFFERENCE
LIFESTYLE
Travel, Resorts,
Real Estate, Fashion,
Entertaining, Fitness

65%
9%
22%

GOLF EQUIPMENT

12%
21%
13%
GOLF NEWS
Instruction, Proﬁles,
Tournaments,
Rules, Stats,
Design/Architecture,
Media, Course
Mgmt, Current Issues,
Anecdotes
Source: Hall’s Magazine Reports, YTD March 2006

24%
70%
65%

■ GOLF STYLE

Research Conﬁrms the DIFFERENCE
Over 50% Lifestyle Editorial
Travel + Leisure Golf Is the Editorial Leader in Fashion Coverage Among Golf Books
Fashion 3%
Anecdotes 5%
Topical, Current Issues 5%

FASHION EDIT COVERAGE

Entertaining 3%
Design, Architecture 5%
Media Coverage 1%

Instruction 6%

T+L Golf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.4%
Golf Digest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9%

Misc. 8%
Travel, Resorts,
Real Estate
41%

Golf Magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%
Golf World. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1%
Tournaments 12%

Source: Halls 2005

Equipment 11%

Endless Vacation and Jim Dodd
cordially invite you to a special
wine-pairing dinner in honor of the
2007 Annual TIAC Conference.

Special Guest Speaker
Fellow Canadian

Barbara Peck
Editor-in-Chief,
Endless Vacation Magazine

Saturday, November 3rd, 2007
Cocktail Reception
The Tea Lobby
7:00 – 7.30 pm

Dinner
The Empress Room Harbourside
7.30 pm

The Fairmont Empress Hotel
721 Government Street
Victoria, British Colombia

RSVP
EndlessVacation@StoryWorldwide.com
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jfd@jendebord.com
917670 8624
www.jendebord.com

a window into the world of

golf
and
luxury
lived by

an
extraordinary
community of
affluent
golf travelers

how does one define the

truly
affluent
golf
traveler?

it’s the

drink

in his hand

it’s the

clubs in his bag

Travel + Leisure Golf readers are more
likely to drink scotch in the past week (Index
269) than the readers of Golf Magazine
(Index 177) or Golf Digest (Index 203)
Source: MMR 2005, HHI $85M+

Travel + Leisure Golf readers
have a higher propensity to
purchase $1,000 or more
per year on sporting goods
(Index 213) than the readers
of Links (Index 161) or
Golf World (Index 168)
Source: MMR 2005, HHI $85M+

it’s the

Travel + Leisure Golf readers
are three times more likely to
have spent $7,500 or more on
watches (Index 606) than the
readers of Fortune (Index 200) —
twice as likely than the readers
of Golf Digest (Index 258) or
Golf Magazine (Index 242)

watch

Source: MMR 2005, HHI $85M+

on his wrist

it’s the

world


he

explores
Travel + Leisure Golf
readers are more likely
to have traveled to
Australia, Japan or
Hong Kong in the past
three years (Index 396)
than the readers of
National Geographic
Traveler (Index 307)
Source: MMR 2005, HHI $85M+

